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April 13 tax forum, is my exchange student tax deductible?, mistakenly characterizing the 1040 PC as a tax form created by TurboTax, TaxCut and other tax preparation software packages. In fact, it is a summary version of the Form 1040 -- A U.S. Personal Income Tax Return created in a format that can be scanned and read by a computer. (Revised April
13) Adam Lasinski's April 13 column, A Strange Pas de Doo about the Outlook for Microsoft and PCs, incorrectly reported that Goldman Sachs analyst Rick Sheland had lowered microsoft's (MSFT: Nasdaq) earnings estimate. Shelund cut its earnings estimate while noting that the decline in revenue was likely to be offset by higher investment income.
(Revised April 13) On April 12, 2019, The Movers, Ben &amp; Jerry's, Petchney, American Freightways, April 12 Company Reports, Ben &amp; Jerry's, Compware, Palm, Fannie Mae and April 12 financial results incorrectly included Express's (ESRX: Nasdaq) fourth-quarter earnings report. The report was originally published in February but was accidentally
reissued on April 12 by PR Newswire. (Revised April 13) Herbs, Pokémon, Pokemon and Where Art To Pokémon? in the April 11 column incorrectly reported that 4 Kids Entertainment (KIDE: Nasdaq) traded at 21 1/2 when it was first mentioned in a May 1999 column. In fact, the stock traded at 10 3/4 with a split adjustment. (Revised April 12) April 10
market feature, Momentum's Dead.. Yes, like Freddie and Jason Are, I mis-listed the name and location of Rick Tzising's company. It was Versant Investment Management, not Bonanza Capital, not Kenneth Square, but in Kennett Square, Pa. (European noon update on April 5, technical problem prevention London deal, incorrectly containing ticker symbols
from San Jose, California-based display processor company Sage Inc. (SAGI: Nasdaq). (Revised April 10) In an update on the evening of March 30, Intel faced a $600 million tax cut and incorrectly included the ticker symbol of Hearst Argyle Television (HTV: NYSE) in reference to private publisher Hearst. Hirst owns 60% of Hearst Argyll, but the latter
company was not involved in the news being reported. (Fixed April 10) TikTok is an entertainment app that is stimulating Snapchat to innovate and even create new phones to keep up. Reminiscent of the somey deprecated Vine, the free app focuses on short, musical videos created by users. If you're just joining for lolz, you can scroll through the millions of
videos uploaded by other users, or get creatives and create your own. Here's how to get started with TikTok: Introduction If you are a video enthusiast but not necessarily a creator, let's get started easily. Simply download TikTok on iOS and Android. Then open the app. On the main screen, it will be a popular video to watch. If you don't likeSwipe to go to the
next video. You can also use the icons on the right side of the screen to rate, comment and share your videos. You can also tap the search icon at the bottom of the screen to browse trending videos and search for keywords and hashtags to find the videos you like. Feel creative? Tap the Yourself icon at the bottom right of the screen and use the on-screen
instructions to create an account. Now you can create a video by tapping the + icon on the Me screen. Also, on my screen, you can see how many likes and followers you have. All videos in TikTok that make videos are 15-60 seconds long (you can choose the option below the record button to choose the time limit), so plan your video a bit before you start.
When you're ready, tap the + icon on the Me screen. From there, the video shooting screen will pop up. Besides the red recording button, you may notice that there are many other icons. What they do: Effect icon: This icon is a square smiley face on the left side of the screen. Tap on it and choose from a menu of special effects available in the video,
including glitter snow, black and white film effects, and interactive effects that change when your body moves during shooting. Photo Template: This option, which appears under the Record button, uploads your photos to a creative video gallery and completes your music. Swipe left to select a template and tap the Select Photo button to upload your photo.
Add sound: There is an Add Sound option at the top of the screen. Tap to find the song you want to add to the video. You can also use this option to save the songs in the video later. Have no idea which song you want to use? Tap the Detect Sound button in the center of the Add Sound screen to get inspired. Flip: Flip does only what it says and it flips the
camera between the front and back sides. Speed: The speed icon allows you to control or slow down the speed of the video. Jack it fast or slow it down to maximize laughter. Beauty: This icon allows you to add beauty filters to your videos. Tap the icon to turn it on, then tap again to turn it off. Filters: Filter icons allow you to add filters to your videos just like
any other video app. Timers allow you to customize your videos for how long. Use the slider to select the number of seconds to record before the video automatically shuts down. When you're done shooting, tap the red checkmark. Then go to the edit screen. Here you can add filters, stickers, switch effects and sounds, and add text to the video. After editing,
tap the Next button. On this new screen, you can explain videos, add hashtags, tag friends, turn off comments, share posts, change privacy settings, and save them as a downt. Advanced tricks once you get used to itYou can be more creative. For example, there is a Duet feature that allows you to combine videos with your friends. All you need to do is send
your friends their videos to you. Open it in your inbox screen and tap the share and duet icons. When it comes to special effects, you're like the green screen tool. Select the effect icon on the video screen and tap the #greenscreen icon under the Trends section. From there, you can add any photo from your phone to use as a background for your videos.
One user used a green screen effect to pose with a shark, for example. How to change the privacy of your videos You may not want to watch videos in particular. You can change who can watch each video fairly easily. For videos you've already uploaded, tap the Share icon, tap Who can see this video, and then choose Private. If you want to choose who
watches your video before you post it, select People who can watch this video when you post it, then tap Private on the Save and Share screen. If you are interested in the privacy issues and protection of TikTok, here are everything you need to know. Editor's Recommendation If you've heard of TikTok, chances are there's a teenager somewhere in your life.
Launched by Chinese company ByteDance in 2016, the app, called Vine, Twitter and Instagram mashups, allows 500 million monthly users to create videos focused on short-form music and edit them with lenses, filters and AR features. Originally known as Musical.ly, TikTok has been in the attention of young users and business owners since neatly
stepping into the void left by Vine after his timely departure in 2017 and having short, engaging content. More than 40% of the app's users are between the ages of 10 and 19, and it's also attractive to Gen Z.TikTok's elusive and high-profile brand, as it's uncharted territory when it comes to marketing. The app is just starting to explore paid advertising,
offering an open arena for influencers to fight for top positions. Editor's note: Are you looking for a social media management service? With the survey below, vendor partners will contact you: With the growing popularity of engagement marketing, TikTok is a ripe opportunity for companies to advertising in a way that doesn't feel contrived or authentic. If you
come across as not following the undying laws that work, don't know what you're doing, or come along with a social platform, as other social media sites do, you'll be instantly blacklisted. Spend time on the app - Create your own profile, follow popular users, and create practice content until you feel like you know what real users engage with and what the
culture of the platform is. To be successful with TikTok,About Tiktok, said Mike Prasad, chief executive of Tiny Sponsors. Don't try to create memes if the authenticity of giving users a reason to follow is not the business atmosphere. Create content that's right for your brand and contribute to specific goals. [Are you interested in social media management
software? check out our reviews and best picks. TikTok's ad types will support four types of ads on the app in 2019: infeed native content, brand acquisitions, hashtag challenges, and brand lenses. Each contributes to a different purpose and produces different results based on the type of campaign you're running. In-feed native content works just like story
ads on Snapchat and Instagram. They play in full screen, are skippable and, like any TikTok video, must be 9-15 seconds long. Measure campaign success by tracking clicks, impressions, CTR, video playback, and engagement. Brand acquisitions allow one brand to take over the app for a day and create images, GIFs and videos. You can also embed links
to landing pages or to hashtag challenges in your app. To measure the success of a brand acquisition, look third to impressions and CTR, and most commonly, companies can take over hashtags and create hashtags and end goals or prizes for participants. Dreamwork Pictures, for example, hosted a successful hashtag challenge to promote a new Netflix
show in which the studio invited TikTok users to dance to the show's theme song and create a video to post under the hashtag #SpiritRidingFree. The campaign has reached more than 34.4 million users and has more than 2.6 million engagements. This is a great example of a company recognizing the value of running a campaign on TikTok and another
social platform, as Spirit Riding Free is a children's show and TikTok's user base is young and skewed. It had a great demographic base for that campaign as well as a campaign style that fit the platform. Finally, you can create a snapchat or Instagram filter by creating a brand lens that users can apply to their videos. Create friendly and fun content We've
said it before, and we'll say it again: content is king and it can be claimed to be less important than TikTok. Unlike Instagram, TikTok mainly rejects sophisticated, high-quality content. That's why it has earned a reputation as a casual platform where users feel comfortable expressing themself. The beauty of TikTok is that it is an accessible creative space,
Prasad said. It means thriving with quirky touches and avoiding heavy commercial-style pieces. Take engagement as a guide and delve into how to enjoy your business. Make make it a good understanding of your brand's culture, values, and identity, and make it a good thing that what you create is true to your brand and avoids general corporate guidelines.
'TikTok is a hub of creative, fun and sometimes crazy ideas, so try to be softJoin the brand's tone and playful community, said Madeline Fitzpatrick, Head of Global Communications at Highlink Group. Avoid being overly formal and stiff. Why now TikTok is relatively new, especially in the business world, and is not as saturated as Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter. It's also much cheaper to put out ads because we don't have a strong influencer community yet. Far fewer users are competing for sponsorship and ad placements. You can also explore different aspects of the business, such as fun and interesting things, and TikTok provides a platform where those fun aspects are welcome (and even make you
money). In addition, it will help us take an important first step towards marketing to Gen Z, a notorious market-to-generation group that is becoming more important as we strengthen our economic foothold. Marketing to this new generation doesn't have to be impossible - meeting where they are, playing by the rules and enjoying it a bit. That.
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